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Abstract This paper focuses on relativization in Southern Hokkaid! Ainu. Specifi-
cally, evidential expressions constitute the scope of this study since within this semantic 
domain a morphosyntactic layout reminescent of internally-headed relative clauses 
(IHRCs) is found. Moreover, the structure of some evidential expressions suggests that 
what gives rise to an IHRC in those instances is classificatory noun incorporation (CNI). 
Following from past studies on Ainu, where IHRCs and CNI are never discussed, and 
with reference to cross-linguistic approaches to relativization and incorporation, this 
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suggests their reconsideration.
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1 Scope and Aim of the Paper

This paper1� LQYHVWLJDWHV�UHODWLYL]DWLRQ�LQ�6RXWKHUQ�+RNNDLGď�$LQX�
(henceforth SHA), with special attention to its interaction with noun 
incorporation. The Chitose, Nibutani, and Biratori dialects consti-
tute my scope of investigation, as they plainly exhibit this interac-
tion. The Nibutani and Biratori dialects are part of a larger dialect 
family referred to as the Saru dialect and, together with the Chitose 
GLDOHFW��FDQ�EH�JURXSHG�XQGHU�WKH�6RXWKHUQ�+RNNDLGď�GLDOHFW�IDPLO\�
in light of their similarities in the grammar and lexicon (Asai 1974). 
The language data for this study come from a number of corpora of 
Ainu folktales collected between the 1950s and the 2000s from Ai-
nu native speakers.
2QH�PRUH�UHVWULFWLRQ�,�DSSO\�WR�WKH�VFRSH�RI�WKLV�VWXG\�FRQFHUQV�

the semantic domain within which I address relativization and in-
corporation – that is, indirect evidentiality. Evidentiality is the lin-
guistic category that has to do with source of information and with 
KRZ�LQIRUPDWLRQ�LV�DFTXLUHG��9LD�HYLGHQWLDOLW\�D�VSHDNHU�QRUPDOO\�LQ-
dicates where she has obtained information from and what was the 
SK\VLFDO�RU�QRQ�SK\VLFDO�FKDQQHO�WKDW�DOORZHG�WKH�DFTXLVLWLRQ�RI�VDLG�
information (Aikhenvald 2004). Within its evidential system, that al-
VR�FRPSULVHV�GLUHFW�HYLGHQWLDOLW\��'DO�&RUVR��������6+$�GLVSOD\V�IRXU�
indirect evidential forms (see § 2.1). In a number of indirect eviden-
tial constructions (henceforth IECs) where these forms are employed 
we observe a structural layout that suggests relativization has tak-
en place giving rise to what resembles an internally-headed relative 
clause (IHRC); an exceptional circumstance for a language like Ai-
nu that is reported to only exhibit (externally-)headed RCs (Bugae-
va 2004, 94). Moreover, the morphosyntactic structure that allows 
this kind of RC construction seems to be instantiated by the pres-
HQFH�RI�FODVVLFDWRU\�QRXQ�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ��&1,���D�W\SH�RI�1,�QHYHU�
before attested in Ainu.

As a start, in § 2 I consider the semantics, pragmatics, and mor-
phophonology of SHA indirect evidentials. Section 3 presents a lit-
erature review of past studies on RCs and NI in Ainu, following from 
ZKLFK�,�UVW�SUHVHQW�WKH�PRVW�FRPPRQ�PRUSKRV\QWDFWLF�VWUXFWXUH�RI�
IECs (§ 4.1). Then I move on to highlighting the oddities that some 
“non- canonical” evidential constructions display (§ 4.2). Section 5 is 
dedicated to the analysis of these non-canonical constructions, after 
ZKLFK�,�SURYLGH�D�GHQLWLRQ�IRU�WKH�SURFHVV�RI�1,�DQG�RXWOLQH�P\�DV-
sumptions on RCs. By the end of this section, I argue that SHA fea-
tures a case of IHRC construction within the domain of indirect ev-

1 Parts of this paper have been presented during the 51st annual meeting of the So-
cietas Linguistica Europaea at Tallinn University (29th August-1st September 2018).
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identiality and that this is due to the presence of CNI in the same 
syntactic environment. Section 6 concludes. Though I shortly address 
the possible diachronic morphosyntactic development of IECs, the 
DYDLODEOH�GDWD�SURYLGH�LQVX೯LFLHQW�HYLGHQFH�WR�DGYDQFH�DQ\�VSHFLF�
FODLP�RQ�WKLV�PDWWHU��7KHUHIRUH��,�FKLHೱ\�PDLQWDLQ�D�V\QFKURQLF�SHU-
spective throughout my analysis.

2 The Indirect Evidentials of SHA

2.1 Semantics and Pragmatics

The domain of SHA indirect evidentiality includes source of informa-
tion based on conclusions drawn from what the speaker sees, hears, 
tastes, smell, touches, or from what it is reported to her via conver-
sation.

The dialects of SHA taken into account in this study count four in-
direct evidentials: siri an, siri ki, KXPL�DV, and KDZH�DV. Historically, 
these evidentials originate from three nouns that semantically re-
late to sensorial perceptions – sir ‘appearance’, KDZ�‘voice’, and KXP�
‘sound’. For these evidentials a number of alloforms are attested in 
the reference corpora (see § 2.2). 6LUL�DQ and siri ki are used when 
physical circumstances allow the speaker to infer an event through 
sight. In addition, siri an indicates information relating to an event 
DFTXLUHG�WKURXJK�UHDVRQLQJ�SURPSWHG�E\�VLJKW��+XPL�DV indicates in-
ference based on hearing, smell, touch, taste or some kind of inter-
nal “sixth sense”, while KDZH�DV indicates inference based on hear-
ing or that an event is reported verbally. Example (1), featuring siran, 
VHUYHV�DV�D�UVW�LOOXVWUDWLRQ�RI�,(&V�RI�6+$��

1. Epitta   siwnin  sinrus ne    a  p  anakne  easir   ka,
all    be.green  moss COP PRF  NMLZ  TOP   really  even
so-ho    a-kar    apekor  siran.
3/floor-POSS  4S-3SO/make  just-like  IND.RSN
‘It was all (covered) in green moss but really it seemed just like a carpet had 
been unrolled’. (Tamura 1985, 54)

$V�GLVFXVVHG�LQ�'DO�&RUVR���������6+$�LQGLUHFW�HYLGHQWLDOV�VXEVXPH�
GL೯HUHQW�OHYHOV�RI�VRXUFH�UHOLDELOLW\��ZKLFK�SDUWO\�GHSHQG�RQ�WKH�LQ-
ner semantics of the perception nouns involved in their formation. 
The same indirect evidential forms are also found synchronically to 
IXOOO�WKH�IXQFWLRQ�RI�DVSHFWXDO�PDUNHUV�RU�OH[LFDO�YHUEV��LQ�WKLV�ODW-
ter case thus becoming the independent predication of the clause. 
In these instances their evidential function is lost. The polyfunction-
ality of siri an, siri ki, KXPL�DV, and KDZH�DV, that from a wider per-
spective are better seen as perception predicates, is hard to ascribe 
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WR�D�VSHFLF�GLDFKURQLF�GHYHORSPHQW�EXW��DV�LW�ZLOO�EHFRPH�FOHDU�ODW-
er, has much to do with the morphosyntax of the constructions fea-
turing these forms.

2.2 Morphophonology

,Q�WKLV�VXEVHFWLRQ��,�EULHೱ\�H[DPLQH�WKH�PRUSKRSKRQRORJ\�RI�6+$�LQ-
direct evidentials. Indirect evidentials are made up by a nominal and 
a verbal element. A number of alloforms of siri an, siri ki, KXPL�DV, and 
KDZH�DV are attested in the corpora, that are partially ascribable to 
the phonological environment where the evientials are found. Pho-
nological processes can explain namely the elision of the initial /h/ 
in KXPL�DV and KDZH�DV��5DWKHU��DOORIRUPV�GL೯HU�IURPފ�PDLQދ�IRUPV�
morphologically in whether the nominal element in the construction 
retains possessive morphology (e.g. siran vs. siri an). The only ex-
ception is represented by siri iki and sir-iki, alloforms of siri ki. Be-
sides the possessive morpheme, here the morphological change al-
VR�D೯HFWV�WKH�YHUEDO�HOHPHQW��DV�ZH�PD\�QG�WKH�LQWUDQVLWLYH�iki ‘do’ 
instead of the synonymous transitive ki. As I discuss in more detail 
in the following subsections, the presence or absence of possessive 
PRUSKRORJ\�RQ�WKH�QRPLQDO�HOHPHQW�LQೱXHQFHV�WKH�PRUSKRV\QWD[�RI�
the indirect form as a whole.

Within indirect evidential forms, the nouns sir, KDZ, and KXP�al-
ways retain their stress (e.g. sirí ki, KDZ«�DV) while the verb remains 
unstressed. This happens consistently notwithstanding the presence 
or absence of possessive morphology (see below), which has the on-
O\�H೯HFW�WR�FDXVH�D�VWUHVV�VKLIW�IURP�WKH�UVW�WR�WKH�VHFRQG�V\OODEOH�
of the nominal constituent (e.g. non-possessive K£ZDV vs. possessive 
KDZ«�DV).

The nominal elements sir ‘appearance’, KXP� ‘sound’ and KDZ 
‘voice’ may appear in their non-possessive forms (as reported here) 
or in the shortened possessive forms, listed below.

sir-i from sir-ihi ‘the appearance of’
hum-i from hum-ihi ‘the sound of’
haw-e from haw-ehe ‘the voice of’

This short form results from the omission of the segment �K9 from 
the possessive morpheme -�9�K9, a phenomenon commonly attested 
in Saru Ainu (Tamura 2000, 85) and Chitose Ainu (Bugaeva 2004, 
�����6LQFH�LW�LV�VX೯L[HG�WR�D�QRPLQDO�URRW�HQGLQJ�LQ�D�FRQVRQDQW��WKH�
possessive morpheme originally takes the -9K9 realization when it 
accompanies the perception nouns, so that, although shortened, the 
presence of the possessive morpheme is overtly signaled as the re-
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maining -9 segment following the root. Indirect evidential forms fea-
ture three separate verbs. The intransitive verbs an ‘exist’ and as 
‘stand’ occur when the nominal constituents are respectively sir or 
KXP and KDZ��ZKLOH�ZH�QG�WKH�WUDQVLWLYH�ki or the intransitive iki 
‘do’ in siri ki��2PLVVLRQ�RI�WKH�YHUEDO�FRQVWLWXHQW�LV�QRW�DWWHVWHG�IRU�
any of the indirect evidentials.

Before I move on to discussing the morphosyntax of the IECs, let 
us review the past studies on Ainu RCs and NI.

3 Past studies on Ainu RCs and NI

3.1 Accounts on RCs

Ainu is said to only display headed RCs (Bugaeva 2004, 94) and, with 
the exception of the alienable possessor and standard of comparison, 
all positions named in Keenan and Comrie’s (1977) accessibility hi-
erarchy can be relativized via the zero anaphora strategy (i.e. gap 
strategy) (Bugaeva 2015, 80). A basic distinction is the one between 
relativization of arguments (2) and non-arguments (3).

2. [A-kotan-u-ta   ikotuypa]RC    okkaypo-umurekRH   okay.
4-village-POSS-in 3PS/have.no.goods   young.person-be.couple  3PS/ex-
ist.PL
‘In my village lives a young couple who has no possessions’. (Tamura 1985, 40)

3. [Ani ku-yup-o       kamuy  tukan]RC    teppoRH.
with 1S-elder.brother-POSS  bear   3SS/3SO/shoot   gun
‘The gun with which my elder brother shot the bear’. (Bugaeva 2004, 95)

If the relativized noun is an argument of the verb in the RC, its func-
tion is marked via the gap strategy as in (2). If, on the contrary, the 
relativized noun is a non-argument, its original function in the RC is 
signaled via the retention of overt morphosyntax, as in (3) the post-
position ani ‘with’. The morphosyntactic markers must appear for a 
correct recoverability.

Since they are recognizable as adnominal constructions, Ainu 
RCs look very similar to noun-complement constructions (Matsumo-
to 1997), in that they attach a modifying clause to a head noun with 
QR�VSHFLF�H[SUHVVLRQ�RI�WKH�UHODWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKH�WZR��7KLV�NLQG�RI�
construction is referred to by Comrie (1998, 76) as the general noun-
modifying clause construction (or GNMCC). However, GNMCCs are 
also said to lack extraction, so that the head noun cannot be seen as 
formerly included in the modifying clause. As proven by the strate-
gies for the relativization of arguments and, even more clearly, non-
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arguments (where we see morphosyntactic retention), Ainu RCs do 
QRW�W�WKH�PRGHO�RI�SURWRW\SLFDO�*10&&V�

Bugaeva (2015) departs from these observations and takes into 
account RCs and nominalization proper in SHA, comparing them 
with non-prototypical GNMCCs that involve head nouns with spe-
FLF�JUDPPDWLFDO�IXQFWLRQV�DQG�VHPDQWLFV��,Q�SDUWLFXODU��%XJDHYD�
addresses Ainu noun-complement constructions that exhibit a pos-
sessive noun which simultaneously heads a clause and was not pre-
viously contained in this latter. According to her analysis, the pos-
sessive morpheme on the head noun cross-references the whole 
preceding clause (i.e. the clause is the possessor of the head noun).

4. [Kamuy-utar  nuwap  kor okay]i  haw-ei     a-nu.
god-PL   3PS/groan PRG    3S/voice-POSS  4S-3SO/hear
‘I heard the voices of gods’ groaning’ [lit.: ‘I heard the voice (that) gods were 
groaning’.] (Bugaeva 2015, 79)

When words like KDZH�‘the voice of’ and other perception nouns are 
XVHG�DV�KHDGV�RI�QRXQ�FRPSOHPHQW�FODXVHV��LW�LV�GL೯LFXOW�WR�FDWHJR-
rize them as complementizers due to the morphosyntactic properties 
they retain, like the possibility of being followed by nominal parti-
cles (Bugaeva 2015, 92). This further distances SHA noun-comple-
ment constructions from prototypical GNMCCs. Nonetheless, Bugae-
va concludes her discussion of perception nouns employed as heads of 
noun-complement clauses with some remarks on grammaticalization.

5. [Pirka   aynu   a-ne]   hum  as.
be.good  person  4S-COP  sound  3SS/stand
‘I felt like a good person’ [lit.: ‘(There) stood the sound (such as) me being a 
good person’.] (Bugaeva 2015, 100)

In light of constructions such as (5), she argues that the possibility 
RI�KDYLQJ�WKH�KHDG�QRXQ�LQ�WKH�QRQ�SRVVHVVLYH�IRUP��H�J��>FODXVH@���
KXP�DV) is the actual sign of an emerging GNMCC.

3.2 Accounts on NI

Early accounts on NI appear in descriptions of Ainu such as Tamura 
(1973), Murasaki (1979), or Refsing (1986). Tamura and Murasaki sin-
gle out Ainu verbs such as sirpirka ‘be good weather’ as having the 
PRUSKRORJLFDO�SURSHUW\�RI�QRW�DOORZLQJ�WKH�XVH�RI�SHUVRQDO�D೯L[HV�DV�
a formal way of referencing arguments. The morphological unaccept-
DELOLW\�RI�SHUVRQDO�D೯L[HV�LV�DVVXPHG�WR�LQGLFDWH�WKDW�WKHVH�YHUEV�GR�
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QRW�UHTXLUH�D�VXEMHFW�RU�REMHFW�V\QWDFWLFDOO\�2 Both Tamura and Mu-
rasaki discuss the process behind the formation of these verbs as a 
case of compounding, where a formerly intransitive verb combines 
with a noun which was originally its subject.

6. Sirpirka.
be.good.weather

7.  Sir    pirka.
 condition 3SS/be.good
‘The weather is good’. (Tamura 1973, 119)3

$V�WKH�UVW�VFKRODU�WR�GLVFXVV�QRXQ�YHUE�FRPELQDWLRQV�H[SOLFLWO\�LQ�
terms of NI, Bugaeva (2004) recognizes zero-valency verbs as involv-
ing NI of a noun with the syntactic function of subject into an intran-
sitive verb. As one piece of evidence in support to the presence of NI, 
Bugaeva (2004, 29-30) points at the stress pattern of zero-valency 
YHUEV��,Q�FDVHV�OLNH�����RQO\�WKH�UVW�FRPSRQHQW�RI�WKH�FRPSOHWH�YHUE�
(i.e. sir) bears the stress, while in cases like (7) both constituents 
are stressed. A unitary stress pattern signals that NI has occurred.

While Bugaeva addresses suprasegmental features as evidence 
for NI, Kobayashi (2008) returns to morphology and semantics by 
considering the incorporated noun of zero-valency verbs in terms of 
its semantic role, case marking, and grammatical function. In par-
ticular, Kobayashi (2008, 212) singles out those zero-valency verbs 
which involve incorporation of a noun that formerly has the seman-
tic role of possessee. Before NI occurs, the noun is recognized as 
the subject of the intransitive verb, and it is marked as nominative 
at the case level.4 The following schemes are taken from Kobayashi 
DQG�H[HPSOLI\�KRZ�WKH�IXQFWLRQV�RI�WKH�QRXQ�DUH�GL೯HUHQW�EHIRUH�����
and after (9) NI happens.

8. A-kem-a  pase.
4-leg-POSS 3PS/be.heavy
‘My legs are heavy’.

2 This is the foundation for the adoption of the term “complete verbs” (NDQ]HQ�GďVKL 
ቢోേ) commonly found in reference grammars. In Refsing (1986) the term “closed 
verbs” is used instead. In later reports on NI, for instance Bugaeva (2004), the theoret-
ically more consistent term “zero-valency verbs” has come to substitute the language-
VSHFLF�WHUPފ�FRPSOHWH�YHUEVދ�
3 Glosses added for clarity.
4 The label ‘nominative’ does not appear under NHPD ‘the legs of’ in the scheme by 
Kobayashi, given here in (9).
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a- kem-a pase
semantic role
case level
grammatical funct.

possessor (of theme)
genitive

theme

subject

9. Kema-pase-an.
leg.POSS-be.heavy-4S
‘My legs are heavy.’

kema- pase -an
semantic role
case level
grammatical funct.

theme possessor (of theme)
nominative
subject

The most relevant outcome of Kobayashi’s report is that NI seems to 
V\VWHPDWLFDOO\�D೯HFW�WKH�JUDPPDWLFDO�IXQFWLRQ�RI�WKH�QRXQ�WKDW�XQ-
dergoes incorporation (NHPD�is not SUBJECT anymore after NI oc-
curs), while the semantic role of this noun remains unchanged (NHPD 
is always THEME). As a result, the erstwhile possessor (i.e. ‘I’) is pro-
moted to the grammatical function of subject and it is assigned nom-
inative at case level, as indicated by the personal agreement marker 
-an in (9). However, any explicit claim about the syntactic properties 
of the incorporated noun is lacking from the analysis.

4 The Morphosyntax of Indirect Evidentials

4.1 Structural Generalizations

In this section I proceed with presenting the most common morpho-
syntactic layout IECs exhibit. This is illustrated in (10). In this and 
other following examples I gloss evidentials to show their inner mor-
phology for the sake of clarity.

10. [Aynu  iwak]psr   humpss-as   hine…
person 3SS/arrive  sound-stand  and.then
‘It seemed a person arrived, and then…’ (Tamura 1984, 20)

Phonologically, evidentials such as KXPDV exhibit a unitary stress. 
6SHFLFDOO\��WKH�VWUHVVHG�HOHPHQW�LV�DOZD\V�WKH�SHUFHSWLRQ�QRXQ��L�H��
K¼PDV) (see § 2.2). As pointed out in § 3.2, we can take such stress 
pattern as a piece of evidence that perception nouns are incorporat-
ed into the verb that constitutes the evidentials. Syntactically, the ev-
idential form is adjacent to the clause over which it has its scope se-
PDQWLFDOO\��HQFORVHG�LQ�VTXDUH�EUDFNHWV�LQ�������ZKLOH�PRUSKRORJLFDOO\�
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the perception noun within the evidential appears in its non-posses-
sive form. Therefore, we see that this structure is in all analogous to 
the non-prototypical GNMCCs surveyed by Bugaeva (2015) in that a 
perception noun heads a clause and, at the same time, has clearly not 
been extracted from this latter (see § 3.1). Allegedly, this would be a 
development from structures like (4), where the perception noun re-
tains the possessive morpheme that cross-references the whole clause 
which it is the head of. The underlying structure of (10) would then be 
one where the clause containing the scope predicate of the evidential 
is the element covering the function of possessor, while the perception 
noun would be the possessee. I illustrate these functions by indexing 
the possessor (psr) and the possessee (pss) in (10), delaying further 
arguments in favor of this assumed structure to § 5.1.
$V�LW�LV��WKH�PRUSKRV\QWD[�RI�,(&V�DSSHDUV�TXLWH�OLQHDU��+RZHYHU��

RQH�TXHVWLRQ�DULVHV�QDWXUDOO\�DW�WKLV�SRLQW��,I�ZH�WDNH�WKH�VHQWHQFH�
in (10) to be the result of grammaticalization of an analogous struc-
ture where the noun KXP�‘sound’ still retained possessive morphol-
ogy that co-referenced the preceding clause D\QX�LZDN ‘a person ar-
rived’, and if we assume KXP�to be now incorporated into the verb 
as ‘stand’, then what is the resulting syntactic status of the clause 
D\QX�LZDN"�7KLV�LV�MXVW�RQH�RI�WKH�LVVXHV�ZH�QHHG�WR�DGGUHVV��WRJHWK-
er with less evident ones that I discuss in § 4.2.

4.2 Non-canonical Structures

4.2.1 Stranded Possessors

Let us start our overview of non-canonical IECs by addressing the 
syntactic status of the clause that is semantically under the scope of 
evidentiality. If we take this clause as the possessor in an erstwhile 
possessive construction (§ 4.1), the incorporation of the (possessee) 
perception noun would leave it stranded. If this were the case, such 
behavior would be at odds with the assumed properties of NI in Ainu. 
In fact, NI as discussed in the literature is never reported to permit 
VWUDQGLQJ�RI�DQ\�W\SH�RI�PRGLHU��H�J��GHWHUPLQHUV��QXPHUDOV��UHOD-
tive clauses). Consider (11) and (12).

11. Tu  cep  a-koyki.
two fish  4S-3PO/catch
‘I caught two fish’.

12. *Tu cepkoyki-an.
two fish.catch-4S
‘I caught two fish’.
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In (12) the otherwise grammatical FHSNR\NLކ�WR�FDWFK�VKއ�PDNHV�WKH�
sentence ill-formed. Here incorporation of cepކ�VKއ�LQWR�WKH�WUDQVL-
tive NR\NLކ�WR�FDWFKއ�LV�QRW�SRVVLEOH�DV�WKH�IRUPHU�LV�PRGLHG�E\�WKH�
numeral tuކ�WZRއ��,I�WKH�PRGLHU�tu ‘two’ is left stranded as a result 
of incorporation, the sentence is unacceptable.

4.2.2 NI – Inconsistency Within the Evidential Domain

:KLOH�ZH�KDYH�TXLWH�FRQVLVWHQW�HYLGHQFH�FRPLQJ�IURP�VWUHVV�SDW-
tern that supports the hypothesis of incorporation (see § 4.1), mor-
phosyntactic evidence is in contrast more incoherent. In fact, within 
evidential forms incorporated nouns often retain overt morpholog-
ical features as in (13), where the noun KDZH ‘the voice of’ exhib-
LWV�SRVVHVVLYH�PRUSKRORJ\�GL೯HUHQWO\�IURP�KXP in (10). Alternative-
ly, evidentials may be even separated from their incorporating verb 
by full syntactic constituents, though this is less common. This hap-
pens in (14) where the locative ios ‘behind us’ intervenes between 
KXP�‘sound’ and its incorporating verb as.

13. Nea nispa  orarpare   haw-e-as.
that man  3SS/breathe  voice-POSS-stand.PC
‘That man seemed to breathe’. (Kayano 6-3,15)

14. Aynu  ek     hum  i-os   as.
person 3SS/come.PC sound  4O-behind stand.PC
‘It seemed a man came behind us’. (Kayano 24-3,2)

At this point, there is little to no evidence to argue that a perception 
noun such as KXP�‘sound’ in (14) is incorporated, if we base our un-
derstanding of Ainu incorporation on previous studies. The main is-
sue here is that indirect evidentials of SHA actually allow morpho-
logical complexity and syntactic freedom of the noun that constitutes 
them. Though we can simply see the former fact as a less common 
characteristic of SHA indirect evidentials, even so expected since 
possessives nouns can indeed be incorporated (cf. NHPD�>OHJ�3266@�
in (9)), syntactic freedom of the incorporated noun represents an out-
standing behavior.

Even cases that seem to raise no such doubts about NI do not en-
tirely comply with what has been said on this process in the Ainu lit-
erature.

15. E-siknu  haw-e   ene     haw-as i  ka  an    kor…
2SS-be.safe voice-POSS like.this  REP  NMLZ even 3SS/exist.PC  while
‘While the news is such that they even say that you have survived…’ (Kaya-
no 19-5,32)
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In cases like (15) the perception noun is incorporated into the verb 
but is also echoed within the “possessor clause” by an external un-
bounded copy. The copy (here KDZH) retains possessive morpholo-
gy which does not appear on the incorporated noun (KDZ) within the 
HYLGHQWLDO�IRUPށ��WKDW�LV��ZKDW�ZH�FDOO�WKH�H[WHUQDO�FRS\�GL೯HUV�IURP�
its incorporated counterpart in terms of morphological complexity. 
2Q�WKH�RWKHU�KDQG��DV�IRU�WKHLU�VHPDQWLF�VSHFLFLW\��WKH�LQFRUSRUDW-
HG�QRXQ�DQG�LWV�H[WHUQDO�FRXQWHUSDUW�DUH�HTXDO�

4.2.3 Indirect Evidentials and Relativization

As a third outstanding characteristic of IECs we have cases where 
their syntactic layout resembles the one of a RC. The peculiarity of 
this seeming case of relativization is that it concerns the perception 
noun within the evidential, which is found “reduplicated” after the 
latter covering a relative-head-like function for the clause where the 
evidential itself is found. The indirect evidential retains the percep-
tion noun, so that what we can call the relative head seems to be a 
displaced “copy” of the perception noun itself.

16. Aynu  opitta  hotke    utari   oka    sekor
person all   3PS/lie.down  people  3PS/exist.PL  ADV
haw-as haw-e    a-nu    kor an-an.
REP   voice-POSS  4S-3SO/hear  PRG-4S
‘They said everybody was lying down [sick], I was hearing so’. (Tamura 1984, 32)

The morphosyntax of constructions like (16) presents a number of 
problems. Firstly, since we assume that SHA indirect evidentials con-
stitute a case of NI, we would not expect a noun like KDZ ‘voice’ to 
be relativized. This prediction is sensible if we base our understand-
ing of noun incorporation on syntactic approaches to this phenome-
non like, for example, Baker (1988). Relativization of an incorporat-
ed noun would in fact violate lexical integrity. Secondly, the alleged 
UHODWLYH�KHDG�DSSHDUV�RIWHQ�WR�EH�PRUSKRORJLFDOO\�PRUH�VSHFLHG�
than its incorporated counterpart – note the possessive morpheme 
on KDZH, which is not found on KDZ�within the evidential form KD-
was in (16). Even admitting that indeed the incorporated noun under-
JRHV�UHODWLYL]DWLRQ��ZH�KDYH�QR�VSHFLF�UHDVRQ�WR�H[SHFW�LW�WR�EHDU�D�
KLJKHU�PRUSKRORJLFDO�VSHFLFDWLRQ�IRU�SRVVHVVLRQ�ZKHQ�XVHG�DV�WKH�
relative head.
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5 Analysis

5.1 Possessive Constructions

As a start to the analysis, I discuss IECs as erstwhile possessive con-
tructions. Precisely, I recognize them as inalienable possessive con-
structions, given the presence of the morpheme -9�K9� on the percep-
tion noun, and this latter noun as the possessee since it structurally 
hosts the possessive morpheme (see § 2.2). Such analysis coheres 
with Bugaeva’s (2015) assumption for clauses headed by a posses-
sive perception noun (see § 3.1). With the perception noun covering 
the role of possessee, the clause that contains the predicate under 
WKH�VFRSH�RI�HYLGHQWLDOLW\�IXOOOV�WKH�UROH�RI�SRVVHVVRU��7KLV�FODXVH�
has therefore a nominal status, which results from clausal nominal-
ization (Yap et al., 2011), also discussed as “zero-nominalization” for 
SHA (Bugaeva 2011).

17. [Hunak un  ka  a-i-y-ani   wa  paye-an]psr
where  to  INT 4S-4O-0-carry and go.PL-4S
[hum]pss-i   as.
sound-POSS  stand.PC
‘It seemed they went carrying me to somewhere’. (Tamura 1984, 4)

Evidence for the nominal status of the “possessor clause” comes from 
morphological referencing (or lack there of) found on the possessed 
noun, where no person agreement can be found and third person null-
agreement is evidenced.5 Although cross-referencing of the possessor 
with the subject of the verb within the possessor clause is imagina-
ble, the subject-referencing reading appears to be merely semanti-
cally implicated by the meaning of the verbs that co-occur with the 
evidentials. Furthermore, the semantic confusion arises only with a 
WKLUG�SHUVRQ�VXEMHFW�RQ�WKH�SRVVHVVRU�FODXVHއV�SUHGLFDWH��2YHUW�PRU-
phological cross-referencing would in fact be expected on the per-
ception noun with other grammatical persons as subject of the pred-
icate, but this is never accounted for.

5 The inalienable possessor appears on possessed nouns in the shape of a personal 
DJUHHPHQW�SUH[��H�J��NX�NLVDU�DKD�>�6�HDU�3266@ކ�P\�HDU��7�އKLUG�SHUVRQ�VLQJXODU�DQG�
plural possessors are marked via null-agreement (e.g. VLN�LKL�>��H\H�3266@ކ�KLV�KHU�LWV�
their eye’), hence the evidence for cross-referencing of the nominalized clause as the 
possessor in the construction in (17).
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5.2 Pseudo-Noun Incorporation and Noun Incorporation Proper

5.2.1 Evidence for Pseudo-noun Incorporation

In light of the underlying possessive construction discussed in § 5.1, 
I argue that constructions like (18) represent a case of pseudo-noun 
incorporation (PNI) (Borik, Gehrke 2015).

18. Nea  nispa  orarpare   haw-e-as.
that  man  3SS/breathe  voice-POSS-stand.PC
‘That man seemed to breathe’. (Kayano 6-3,15)

%URDGO\�GHQHG��31,�LV�D�NLQG�RI�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ�ZKHUH�WKH�QRXQ�UH-
tains a certain degree of syntactic freedom, although it is incorporat-
ed into a verb as signaled by its general morphological bareness. That 
is, unlike noun incorporation proper (§ 5.2.2), PNI does not involve 
morphological combination but rather syntactic adjacency. PNI can 
involve not only bare nouns but also larger constituents that should 
be treated as phrases (Borik, Gehrke 2015, 11); the phrasal status of 
WKH�LQFRUSRUHH�EHLQJ�SRVVLEO\�ೱDJJHG�E\�WKH�SUHVHQFH�RI�PRGLHUV��
Modifers of the pseudo-incorporated noun (PIN) are included in in-
FRUSRUDWLRQ�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�31,�GRHV�QRW�UHVXOW�LQ�PRGLHU�VWUDQGLQJ�
�VHH�i���������+RZHYHU��31,�LPSRVHV�OLPLWDWLRQV�WR�WKH�NLQG�RI�PRGL-
ers allowed to undergo the process, which are essentially semantic.6 
,Q�IDFW��RQO\�PRGLHUV�WKDW�VHPDQWLFDOO\�FRPSO\�ZLWK�ERWK�WKH�3,1�
and the event described by the incorporating verb are allowed. None-
theless, Borik and Gehrke (2015, 20) do discuss some restrictions of 
-V�PRGLHUV�WKDW�DSSHDU�WR�EH�XQPLVWDNDEO\�V\QWDFWLF��OLNH�WKH�LPއ3,1
SRVVLELOLW\�RI�KDYLQJ�D�UHODWLYH�FODXVH�DV�D�PRGLHU��,Q�6+$�WKH�VROH�
QRPLQDOL]HG�SRVVHVVRU�FODXVH�LV�DOORZHG�DV�D�PRGLHU�RI�WKH�SHUFHS-
tion noun, which is due exactly to the expression being originally a 
possessive construction. In this sense, the restriction is not seman-
WLF�DQG�WKHVH�LQVWDQFH�RI�$LQX�31,�ZRXOG�WKHUHIRUH�W�LQ�ZLWK�WKRVH�
UDUHU�FDVHV�VKRZFDVLQJ�D�V\QWDFWLF�UHVWULFWLRQ�RI�PRGLHUV�

PINs need not to be morphologically bare, but they systemati-
FDOO\�GLVSOD\�OHVV�PRUSKRORJLFDO�VSHFLFDWLRQ�WKDQ�QRQ�LQFRUSRUDWHG�
nouns. Since the possessive -�9K�9 is the only morphology found on 
sir, KXP�and KDZ��WKH\�WRR�TXDOLI\�DV�3,1V�ZLWK�OLPLWHG�PRUSKRORJL-
FDO�VSHFLFDWLRQV��WKDW�DUH�QRW�FRPSOHWHO\�EDUH��$V�IRU�V\QWDFWLF�IUHH-
dom of the PIN, this shows in full constituents being allowed to in-
tervene between this latter noun and the incorporating verb. As (19) 
illustrates, this possibility is also attested in SHA.

6 PNI is usually pragmatically reserved for expressing well-established situations 
commonly associated with stereotypical activities (Borik, Gehrke 2015, 13).
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19. [Aynu  ek     hum]   i-os   as.
person 3SS/come.PC sound   4O-behind 3SS/stand
‘It seemed a man came behind us’. (Kayano 24-3,2)

In this example the locative expression ios ‘behind us’ intervenes 
between the pseudo-incorporated nominal D\QX�HN�KXP and the in-
corporating verb as, signalling that the former retains some syntac-
tic independence from the latter.7 Syntactic freedom is nonetheless 
limited, though less so than in NI, and, since syntax may also be di-
agnostic of PNI, the position of the PIN cannot be arbitrary. In SHA, 
FOHIWLQJ�LV�QRW�SHUPLWWHG��1HLWKHU�WKH�SHUFHSWLRQ�QRXQ�RU�LWV�PRGL-
er (i.e. the possessor clause) can be displaced for pragmatic purpos-
HV��7KLV�LV�RQH�PRUH�SLHFH�RI�HYLGHQFH�WKDW�QRXQ�DQG�LWV�PRGLHU�XQ-
dergo incorporation as a whole complex nominal.

5.2.2 Evidence for Noun Incorporation Proper

Noun incorporation proper (NI) is another syntactic process involved 
in IECs. Example (20) illustrates the structural layout attested for in-
stances that display characteristics of NI.

20. [Ukuran  ka   yaanipo  isam]   anki  sir-ki.
be.evening even  almost  3SS/not.be about  IND.VIS
‘Even in the evening it seemed he was almost about to die’. (Tamura 1984, 14)

,Q�GHQLQJ�1,�LQ�WKLV�DQDO\VLV��,�VWDUW�IURP�0RGHQD�DQG�0XURއV��������
31) interpretation of this phenomenon as “any kind of morphosyntac-
tic combining of nominal and verbal morphemes which are morpho-
logically fully integrated as to form one single stem”, where the in-
volved morphemes are roots that cannot be morphologically analyzed 
further. As shown in (20), NI in IECs complies with this prototypical 
feature since both the nominal root (sir, KXP, and KDZ) and the ver-
bal root (an, as, and �L�NL) are not analyzable. Moreover, the incorpo-
rated nominal root is never found to be a complex root since it does 
not combine with any other root before undergoing incorporation, a 
possibility otherwise attested (Muro 2009, 108-17).
2QH�PRUH�FKDUDFWHULVWLF�RI�1,�FHQWUDO�IRU�WKH�DQDO\VLV�DW�KDQG�FRQ-

FHUQV�WKH�PRGLHUV�RI�WKH�,1��$�EHKDYLRU�ZH�QRWLFH�LQ������LV�WKDW�LW�

7 Fluctuations in the retention of possessive morphology are a peculiarity of PNI and 
NI featured in IECs. Parallel to the present case displaying a bare PIN, cases where 
the IN is expanded via possessive morphology prior to incorporation are also attested. 
Nonetheless, the syntax of these IECs still supports the presence of PNI and NI respec-
tively – in the present case the syntactic constituent intervening before the incorporat-
LQJ�YHUE�LV�GLDJQRVWLF�RI�31,��6HH�'DO�&RUVR���������������IRU�PRUH�
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is possible to have syntactic constituents intervening between the 
incorporated perception noun and the “possessor clause”. The inter-
vening syntactic constituents are coordinating or subordinating con-
junctions, time or space adverbs co-occurring with a conjunction, or 
adverbials that convey a semblative-approximative meaning like an-
ki ‘about’ or QR\QHކ�DV�LI��7އKLV�LV�TXLWH�GL೯HUHQW�IURP�ZKDW�ZH�VDZ�
in constructions involving PNI in § 5.2.1, where no such syntactic in-
VHUWLRQ�LV�DFFHSWDEOH�VLQFH�WKH�3,1�DQG�LWV�SRVVHVVRU�FODXVH�PRGLHU�
undergo incorporation as one complex nominal. Having syntactic in-
sentions in between the IN and the possessor signals that this latter 
has been left stranded in the process. Muro (2009, 108-25) discusses 
WKH�SRVVLELOLW\�RI�KDYLQJ�PRGLHUV�OHIW�RXW�RI�WKH�YHUEDO�FRQVWLWXHQW�
that results from NI, and these cases of NI are said to involve pre-
FLVHO\�PRGLHU�VWUDQGLQJ��7KH�NLQG�DQG�PRUSKRV\QWDFWLF�FRPSOH[-
LW\�RI�VWUDQGDEOH�PRGLHUV�LV�ODQJXDJH�GHSHQGHQWށ��GHPRVWUDWLYHV��
adjectives and RCs being among the most common stranded catego-
ries. Possessors may also be stranded after NI. Muro (2009, 123-6) 
argues that this kind of stranding does not leave out a genitival mod-
LHU��EXW�UDWKHU�WKDW�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ�RI�D�SRVVHVVHH�LQVWDQWLDWHV�WKH�UH�
analysis of the stranded possessor as an argument in its own right to 
which a new grammatical function is assigned. Evidence for the re-
analysis may come from morphology, as erstwhile possessors can be 
marked for direct or indirect case. Since Muro (2009, 81) argues that 
grammatical and thematic functions are assigned through a process 
of thematic projection that do not depend on the inner semantics of 
WKH�LQFRUSRUDWLQJ�YHUE��WKHUH�DUH�GL೯HUHQW�SRVVLEOH�RXWFRPHV�RI�1,�
in terms of syntactic valency. In fact, depending on the case, NI may 
or may not result in syntactic saturation of the verb.

I propose that the instances of NI in SHA follow this trend. I ar-
gue that the whole clause containing the scope predicate LVDP�‘not 
EHއ�LQ�������VKRZQ�LQ�VTXDUH�EUDFNHWV��LV�WKH�VXEMHFW�RI�WKH�YHUE�sir-
ki, resulting from incorporation. After NI takes place, the possessor 
clause remains stranded and could potentially be regarded as a gen-
LWLYDO�PRGLHU�RI�WKH�LQFRUSRUDWHG�VHQVRULDO�QRXQ��+RZHYHU��DV�0XUR�
discusses, here too the possessor clause, as a nominalized constit-
uent syntactically acceptable in the function of argument, can be 
re-analyzed as the S argument of sirki, and thus should not be con-
VLGHUHG�D�PRGLHU�RI�WKH�VHQVRULDO�QRXQ�sir��2QH�PRUH�SLHFH�RI�HYL-
dence supporting the promotion to subject of the possessor clause 
comes from analogous cases of possessee incorporation. Kobayashi 
(2008) discusses such cases (see § 3.2) highlighting how the erst-
while possessor is re-analyzed as the subject after NI applies, as 
it is evident from morphology. What follows from this conclusion is 
that NI in this instance does not cause the syntactic saturation of 
the incorporating verb – a welcome outcome given the assumptions 
on NI discussed above.
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5.3 The Interaction of Relativization and Incorporation

5.3.1 Classificatory Noun Incorporation

7KH�DQDO\VLV�XS�WR�WKLV�SRLQW�RQO\�SDUWLDOO\�DQVZHUV�WKH�TXHVWLRQV�
left at the end of § 4. Namely, it accounts for the morphological com-
plexity and limited syntactic freedom displayed by some PINs. More-
RYHU��LW�FODULHV�WKH�UROH�RI�WKH�HUVWZKLOH�SRVVHVVRU�FODXVH�WKDW�LV�UH�
analyzed as the S argument of the verbal element resulting from NI.
,Q�WKLV�VXEVHFWLRQ��,�QDOO\�DGGUHVV�WKH�LQWHUDFWLRQ�RI�LQFRUSR-

ration and relative clauses by returning on example (15) repeated 
here as (21).

21. E-siknu   haw-e   ene  haw-as     [h]i
2SS-survive  voice-POSS like.this voice-stand.PC  NMLZ
ka   an     kor…
even  3SS/exist.PC  while
‘While the news is such that they even say that you have survived…’ (Kaya-
no 19-5,32)

As noticed in § 4.2, the peculiarity of these constructions is that they 
feature an unbound nominal which is semantically identical to the in-
corporated sensorial noun. Morphologically, the unbound copy may 
be marked for possession, like KDZH�in (21), or be completely bare. 
Conversely, the incorporated perception noun in these instances nev-
er bears possessive morphology.

Syntactically, these constructions showcase the properties of clas-
VLFDWRU\�QRXQ�LQFRUSRUDWLRQ��&1,���,Q�&1,��WKH�,1�LV�VXSSOHPHQWHG�
by an unbound nominal that is external to the verbal constituent. Al-
WKRXJK�WKH�H[WHUQDO�FRS\�LV�XVXDOO\�VHPDQWLFDOO\�PRUH�VSHFLF�WKDQ�
the IN, the two nominal elements may seldom be identical (Mith-
un 1985, 863-72). The analogies between the kind of construction 
treated here and prototypical CNI, are clearly visible, since in (21) 
the copy of the IN (i.e. KDZH) is syntactically unbound and external 
to the verbal constituent KDZDV. The one characteristic that makes 
(21) deviate from the CNI prototype is that the external nominal is 
semantically identical to the incorporated noun, thus including CNI 
RI�6+$�DPRQJ�WKRVH�OHVV�FRPPRQ�FDVHV�WKDW�0LWKXQ�UHSRUWV��2Q�WKH�
contrary, the possibility for the unbound nominal to be morphologi-
cally more marked than the IN is not mentioned openly in the liter-
DWXUH��2Q�WKH�V\QWDFWLF�DQG�VHPDQWLF�VLGH��LQVWDQFHV�ZKHUH�SRVVHV-
sive morphology appears on the external nominal and those where 
LW�GRHV�QRW��VHHP�WR�VKRZ�QR�GL೯HUHQFH�

The occurrences of CNI among the tokens consulted for this study 
are extremely rare – in my reference corpora, this kind of construc-
tion is encountered only three times. Nevertheless, the presence of 
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CNI helps clarify the characteristics of another type of construc-
tions involving indirect evidentials that I address in the following 
subsection.

5.3.2 The Emergence of an Internally-Headed RC

In an analogous way to (21), another group of IECs showcase the “re-
duplication” of the IN via a syntactically unbound nominal. The main 
GL೯HUHQFH�ZLWK�WKH�FRQVWUXFWLRQV�VXUYH\HG�LQ�i�������LV�LQ�WKH�V\QWDF-
tic position of the IN copy, as it occurs after the incorporating verb.

22. Cisinaot  onnay-un  sesserke  haw-e-as     haw-e
grave   interior-to 3SS/cry  voice-POSS-stand.PC voice-POSS
ene   an     hi…
like.this  3SS/exist.PC  NMLZ
‘It seemed from inside the grave [someone] cried and indeed [that] voice was 
like so: …’ (Kayano 6-3,3)

The possessed sensorial noun KDZH in (22) follows KDZH�DV in a syn-
tactic layout that suggests that the IN KDZH�has been relativized. 
Such a deduction is based on the general tendency of Ainu to form 
RCs via the gap strategy, where the relativized noun heads the sub-
ordinate clause (see § 3.1), but it also essentially contrasts with the 
nature of gap strategy as a way to form RCs. In fact, with the gap 
strategy the relativized noun no longer occupies its original position 
in the clause. Therefore, stating that the second KDZH (according to 
linear order) appearing in (22) is the same KDZH�incorporated in the 
verb as�ZKLFK�KDV�EHHQ�UHODWLYL]HG�UDLVHV�WKH�TXHVWLRQ�RI�ZK\�UHOD-
tivization in this case does not result in an empty syntactic position 
within the RC. Furthermore, the relativization of KDZH violates lex-
ical integrity, since a syntactic process like relativization should be 
blind to internal morphological structures.

We can respond to these objections by arguing that the construc-
tion in (22) represents an instance of internally-headed relative 
clause (IHRC), a kind of RC where the relative head noun (RH) still 
appears inside the subordinate relative clause. The emergence of an 
IHRC is possible when we consider the underlying, non-relativized 
structure of (22) as involving CNI (shown in (23)). In this scenario, 
the original position of the syntactically unbound copy of the IN that 
appears after KDZH�DV is within the same clause as this latter form. 
This original structure is in all corresponding to the one of (21).

23. Cisinaot onnay-un  sesserke  haw-e    haw-e-as.
grave   interior-to 3SS/cry  voice-POSS  voice-POSS-stand.PC
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This assumption solves the impasse addressed above, which is prob-
lematic for an analysis of (22) as a RC. This way, the relativization 
of KDZH�complies with all other instances of relativization reported 
for Ainu, as it too is obtained via the gap strategy. The original po-
sition of KDZH is regularly left blank when this KDZH is promoted to 
head of the RC. Moreover, the process of relativization does not vio-
late lexical integrity, since it is not the IN itself the noun that is rel-
ativized but rather its unbound syntactic copy.

24. [Cisinaot  onnay-un  sesserke  haw-e-as     haw-eRH]RC
grave   interior-to 3SS/cry  voice-POSS-stand.PC voice-POSS
[ene   an    hi …]MC
like.this  3SS/exist.PC  NMLZ
‘It seemed from inside the grave [someone] cried and indeed [that] voice was 
like so: …’ (Kayano 6-3,3)

As (24) better illustrates, the RC constitutes the constituents span-
ning cisinaot to KDZH, while this latter element is the relative head 
(RH) in the construction. 
*LYHQ�WKLV�V\QWDFWLF�OD\RXW��P\�UVW�UHPDUN�LV�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�FDW-

egorial status of the RC. IHRCs are said to be nominalized clauses, 
whose categorial status may be signaled by overt nominal morphol-
ogy but that do not function as argument of a verb (Culy 1990, 27-8). 
Alternatively, IHRCs may be zero-marked for nominalization – this 
is the stance Modena and Muro (2009) take in order to bypass the 
problem of providing evidence for the presence of null complemen-
WL]HUV��&ROH�������DQG�WR�MXVWLI\�WKH�XVH�RI�WKH�5&�DV�D�PRGLHU�RI�
the MC. Internal-headedness as a process of nominalization then 
EHFRPHV�D�ZD\�WR�PDNH�D�5&�D�PRGLHU�RI�D�FODXVH�DQG�QRW�MXVW�D�
constituent of it. The IHRCs of SHA are among those IHRCs that 
are not marked as nominals via overt morphology, but that are in-
stead zero-marked.

The syntactic behavior of the RH in the Ainu IHRC also appears 
to adhere to the tendencies observed by Basilico (1996) regarding 
the possible positioning of the relativized nominal within the RC, 
that can be fronted or moved outside of the VP. More concretely, 
the RH may not occupy a position consistent with the one it has in 
the non-relative construction. Since the RH KDZH�in (22) occurs af-
ter KDZH�DV, I could argue that it has exited the VP, though still be-
ing within the RC, and it is thus in a VP-external position. However, 
to the best of my knowledge, there is no general agreement among 
VFKRODUV�RQ�KRZ�ZH�GHQH�D�93�LQ�$LQX��,Q�OLJKW�RI�WKLV�WKHRUHWLFDO�
gap, the claim that the RH KDZH�is found outside of the VP cannot 
be safely supported, and my assumption is merely based on the gen-
eral tendency of Ainu of not having nominal constituents right-dis-
located after the verb (Tamura 2000, 31). For the present purpose, 
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and to avoid unnecessary theoretical speculation, I simply say that 
the RH is right-dislocated in a post-verbal position, while it is still 
included in the RC. Whether this position also happens to be VP-ex-
ternal is not a main concern here. The relevant conclusion is that 
the RH position is not consistent with the role the nominal had in 
the non-relative construction.
$V�%DVLOLFR��������VWDWHV�E\�UHIHUHQFLQJ�'LHVLQJއV��������PDSSLQJ�

K\SRWKHVLV��5+�GLVSODFHPHQW�PD\�EH�D�UHTXLUHPHQW�IRU�ELQGLQJ��6LQFH�
the syntactic analysis of IHRCs I provide here is not framed within 
D�VSHFLF�V\QWDFWLF�IUDPHZRUN��,�GHYLDWH�IURP�%DVLOLFRއV�H[SODQDWLRQ�
RI�5+�PRYHPHQW�E\�H[FOXGLQJ�GLVFXVVLRQ�RI�'LHVLQJ�WKHRU\��1HYHU-
theless, I do assume that RH displacement in the Ainu case is need-
ed in order for the RH to be bound by the variables projected by an 
operator. This way, RH displacement becomes a syntactic strategy to 
avoid semantico-pragmatic ambiguity. In the case at hand, the opera-
tor only projects one variable relevant for binding, namely third per-
son grammatical number, and targets the one nominal that cross-ref-
erences the argument of the verb in the main clause. Semantically a 
FDVH�RI�TXDQWLFDWLRQ��%DVLOLFR�������������WKH�5&�LWVHOI�GHWHUPLQHV�
the scope for binding. In other words, the nominal whose features 
agree with the variable projected by the operator must be within 
the RC. If we consider the sentence in (22), the feature “third per-
son” is found in more than one nominal: the nouns cisinaot ‘grave’, 
and RQQD\�‘interior’, and the perception noun KDZH. In order to solve 
the ambiguity, the RH must move to the right edge of the RC and it 
is the resulting non-canonical syntax that signals which nominal un-
dergoes relativization and functions as the third person argument 
of the main clause verb.

5.3.3 Possible Diachronic Change

To conclude this subsection on the interaction of NI and relativiza-
tion, I consider one more type of construction, that sheds light on 
the possible evolution of the IHRCs discussed in § 5.3.2. In these in-
stances, the possessor clause is followed by a subordinating conjunc-
tion and appears to have lost its nominal status, functioning now as 
a subordinate to the MC. The RC is now reduced to the sole eviden-
tial form and the right-dislocated RH.

25. Pon-no   poka   hemesu-an  kor   [hum-as
be-little-ADV  at.least  climb-4S   while  sound-stand.PC
hum-iRH]RC   [ene   an     hi …]MC
sound-POSS   like.this  3SS/exist.PC  NMLZ
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‘When I climbed just a little, what (= the feeling that) I felt was like so …’ (Ta-
mura 1984, 54)

At this stage, the RH KXPL appears as a leftover of the process of rel-
ativization that involved its dislocation to the right of the RC from its 
original syntactic position within the nominalized possessor clause 
(§ 5.3.2), where it functioned as the unbound copy of KXP involved, 
in its turn, in CNI (§ 5.3.1). This peculiar syntactic layout might be 
at the basis of the emergence of a very rare structure where the rel-
ative construction is completely lost and the clause containing the 
perception predicate is coordinated to the main clause via a conjunc-
tion. The former RH is nevertheless present, but it has the sole func-
tion of an anaphoric nominal that cross-references the IN.

26. “Ahun-ke      yak pirka    wa”  sekor
3SS/3SO/enter.PC-CAUS if  3SS/be.good  FP   ADV
haw-as     wa   haw-e    a-nu.
voice-stand.PC   and  voice-POSS  4S-3SO/hear
‘“You may let him come in” it was said and I heard [that] voice’. (Bugaeva 2004, 
257)

It is otherwise possible that the external RH in constructions like 
�����KDV�EHHQ�UH�DQDO\]HG�DV�D�QRPLQDOL]HU��VLQFH�VRPHWLPHV�ZH�QG�
ru, sir, KXP, and KDZ in complementary distribution with nominal-
izers such as KL.

27. E-hekote    kamuy  opitta  a-ko-caranke     wa  ene
2SO-3SP/turn god  all   4S-APPL-3SP/complain  and like.this
sir-ki     hi   e-nukar    kusu ne  na  hani.
appearance-do  NMLZ  2SS-3SO/see   INTN.FUT   FP  FP
‘You will see that they complain to the gods that protect you’. (Nakagawa 2013, 
193)

$OWKRXJK�LW�FRXOG�EH�WKDW�DOO�WKH�GL೯HUHQW�FRQVWUXFWLRQV�WDNHQ�LQWR�
account here are representative of diachronic development of these 
constructions in SHA, there is no consistent evidence to advance 
any safe claim on this regard. As far as we see, the development ap-
pears to be synchronic.
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6  Conclusions

In this paper I presented a morphosyntactic analysis of indirect ev-
idential constructions (IECs) of SHA. After a discussion of their sta-
tus as erstwhile possessive constructions (§ 5.1), I analyzed IECs as 
involving either NI or PNI in light of the discrepancies in morpho-
logical bareness and syntactic complexity of the evidental forms in-
YROYHG��i�������$�VPDOO�QXPEHU�RI�,(&V�RWKHUZLVH�VKRZFDVH�FODVVL-
catory NI, which I argued to be the morphosyntactic process that 
allows the development of the IHRC construction that characteriz-
es another small group of IECs (§ 5.3). CNI as a process namely pro-
vides the syntactic constituent that can be relativized without vio-
lating lexical integrity and via the gap strategy, thus bringing this 
case of relativization together with the others found in the language 
(§ 3.1). Pragmatically, these IECs can be seen as a case of lexical re-
inforcement (Aikhenvald 2004, 393) by which the speaker adds jus-
WLFDWLRQ�IRU�KHU�VWDWHPHQW��3ULPDULO\��WKLV�VWXG\�DGGV�RQ�SUHYLRXV�
studies on Ainu incorporation and relativization by suggesting new 
perspectives on these two processes.

As far as the data show, IECs displaying a IHRC construction are 
found synchronically to non-relativized IECs and the fewer ones fea-
turing only CNI, and they also appear as an areal feature peculiar to 
+RNNDLGď�$LQX��'DO�&RUVR�������������:LWK�UHJDUGV�WR�HYLGHQWLDOLW\�LQ�
Ainu, this study addresses part of what seems an innovative process 
which, through the interaction of incorporation and relativization, 
UHVXOWHG�LQ�D�VSHFLF�SUDJPDWLF�XVH�RI�LQGLUHFW�HYLGHQWLDOLW\��0RUHR-
ver, the analysis above may be a contribution to our understanding 
of the development of noun-complement clauses in the language, and 
VSHFLFDOO\�LW�VXJJHVWV�WKDW�WKLV�GHYHORSPHQW�PD\�KDYH�IROORZHG�WZR�
separate directions – one bringing to the grammaticalization of syn-
tactic structures involving incorporation of complex nominals into 
evidential strategies, the other bringing to the emergence of the GN-
MCC, as proposed by Bugaeva (2015). It would be interesting to in-
vestigate whether internal headedness and CNI are accounted for al-
so in other dialects of Ainu or within other semantic domains of SHA.

List of abbreviations

0 epenthetic vowel
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
4 fourth person
ADV adverbial
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CAUS causative
COP copula
FP final particle
IND.RSN indirect evidential (reasoning source)
IND.VIS indirect evidential (visual source)
INT interrogative
INTN.FUT intentional future
NMLZ nominalizer
PC paucal
PL plural
POSS possessive
PRF perfective
PRG progressive
PS plural subject
REP reportative
SO singular object
SS singular subject
TOP topic
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